automobile was a reasonable proxy for the MACHINERY ENERGY ACCOUNTING energy embodied per ton in farm machinery.
quantity of purchased fuels burned for heat Doering includes several useful estimates of and power by industry group and industry. For the (value added) energy expenditure per ton of farm machinery manufacturing, the data given selected items of farm machinery. Neverthefor 1971 are: fuel oil, 194,800 barrels;  less, at the end of the article, Doering notes bituminous coal, lignite, and anthracite coal, that, "If one is to make sense of energy analy-204,000 short tons; natural gas, 17.4 billion sis of agriculture, the data for equipment must cubic feet.
be handled on a disaggregated basis, imple-A second approach to farm machinery ment by implement." We therefore provide a energy accounting is concerned with the more complete, disaggregated agricultural amount of energy expended powering farm maequipment energy analysis than has been pubchinery (but not including embodied energy). ' lished previously. Maryland is used as a case The USDA and the Federal Energy Adminisstudy. The analytical technique described here tration have jointly published a national agricould be applied to any state, although the cultural energy data base for 1974 which conresults of the analysis would differ among tains, among other things, detailed estimates states. by states of the fossil fuel energy used in powering on-farm activities. Their estimates are available by type of fossil fuel and are METHOD broken down by crop and livestock product as well as by type of farm activity (e.g. preplant-
We first estimate the fossil fuel energy eming, planting, cultivation), bodied in Maryland farm machinery by type of The third approach to farm machinery -machine. Then a method of allocating the fossil energy accounting is concerned with the machfuel energy embodied per machine among the inery-related energy involved in the production various crop and livestock uses of that maof one crop, namely field corn. Pimental aschine is developed and applied. 'In this article, fossil fuel energy that is consumed in a process, such as burning gasoline in a tractor, is called energy expended. However, once energy has been expended in a process, the energy thus expended becomes a quality of the resulting product. Such energy is called embodied energy. Thus, the coal used in manufacturing farm equipment is called embodied energy when we account for the use of this energy on Maryland farms. A third word was needed to cover the end-of-the-year accounting of the mix of expended and embodied energy used in 1974. We chose energy used to connote this mix of embodied energy and energy expended.
mates of the fossil fuel expended on the various Maryland-1974. added energy costs of machinery fabrication on the grounds that, although farm equipment can be recycled to the steel mill as scrap, most ALLOCATING ENERGY EMBODIED IN machinery remains on the farm indefinitely.
MACHINERY AMONG ALTERNATIVE Separate energy estimates were made for CROP AND LIVESTOCK USES parts included on the machinery but not accounted for in the manufacturer's energy excounted for in the manufacturer's energy exIn some cases all of the energy embodied in a penditure estimates.
piece of equipment could be allocated to one crop or livestock use: corn pickers to corn Additionally, an estimate for spare parts production, for example. But items such as used in repair was made. On the basis of the farm automobiles, farm trucks, and tractors Internal Revenue Service depreciation guideare used in the production of every farm comline (U.S. Master Tax Guide), a 10-year life for modity and other pieces of farm machinery are each machine was assumed. It was further asused on some, but not all, farm commodities: sumed that on the average 5 percent of the moldboard plows are used in all crop producenergy originally embodied in steel would be tion but are not directly chargeable to any of replaced over the 10-year period. However, the the livestock operations. parts most frequently replaced, e.g. the It therefore seemed appropriate to distribute carburetor, require more extensive fabrication the energy embodied in a piece of equipment per pound than the longer lasting parts, e.g. used in producing more than one commodity the frame, so 10 percent of the original value among those commodities on which it is used. added in manufacturing was assigned as the To give heavier weight to those farm activities energy cost of fabricating repair parts.
on which the equipment is used most heavily, An average tire life of five years was asthe embodied energy of each machine used in sumed. Thus the energy cost of manufacturing producing more than one commodity was allotwo sets of tires per item of wheeled equipment cated among those commodities on a prorata was added to the embodied energy figures.
basis with the assignment proportional to the The results of this analysis are given in calories of gasoline and diesel fuel spent on Table 1. powering the activities associated with the *This technique has the disadvantage that Deere may not fairly represent the farm machinery manufacturing industry. In fact, the data used may no longer even represent Deere's costs. Recent correspondence with the company points out that since the cost of energy started its dramatic rise they have been successful in significantly reducing the use of energy in their manufacturing plants. However, the data have the advantage of being more likely to represent farm machinery manufacturing industry energy costs than does a proxy such as the energy costs of manufacturing an automobile-a technique that researchers were forced to use before the advent of the Deere data.
production of those commodities. The powering on-farm activities in Maryland by resulting allocation of fossil fuel energy emcommodity produced. Because about 6.5 perbodied in farm machinery for selected comcent of the energy expended powering farm modities produced in Maryland is shown in activities goes to nonmachinery uses such as Table 2. lighting, water heating, space heating, and electrical overhead, the figures were scaled downward to account for these nonmachinery Similarly, the energy embodied in the production of the other types of farm machinery listed was allocated among aFrom Table 1 . the appropriate crops and livestock products in proporbFrom Foster, Phillips, Fossil Fuel Energy Used in tion to the percentage of the total energy in gasoline and Agriculture, A Data Base for Maryland-1974 , Md. Ag. diesel fuels expended in their production. Details of the Expt. Sta. M.P., in process, Table B -l. The data in Table  allocation procedure are explained in Table C 
ENERGY EXPENDED POWERING FARM MACHINERY BY COMMODITY
A USDA/FEA study provided data on the MACHINERY ENERGY USED amount of gasoline, diesel fuel, fuel oil, propane PER COMMODITY gas, natural gas, and electricity spent producing various farm commodities in the State of Maryland. We expanded this list by making a By adding the annual fossil fuel energy emseparate estimate for pasture, which was not bodied in farm machinery from Table 2 to the included in the USDA/FEA list of commodienergy expended annually powering farm maties. Kilowatt hours of electricity were conchinery, we obtained an estimate of the maverted to calories and the result was multiplied chinery energy used in Maryland by agriculby three to obtain an estimate of the fossil fuel tural commodities (Table 3) .' calories required to produce that amount of
The result of these calculations can be used electricity.
to compare energy spent for farm machinery The procedure described provided an estiwith other uses of energy in agriculture. This mate of the fossil fuel energy expended in comparison is shown in Table 4 . requirements of producing all of the major Maryland farm commodities. These energy re-CONCLUSIONS quirements could then furnish the basis for calculating the energy output/input ratios for In 1974, 58 percent of the energy used in proMaryland agricultural commodities and thus ducing agricultural commodities in Maryland provide an estimate of relative energy efficwas accounted for by farm machinery. More iency in agricultural production. Furthermore, energy was expended in powering farm maonce the latter estimates were available it chinery than was embodied in the farm would be possible to multiply the calories of machinery depreciated that year (Table 4) .
fossil fuel used by the price per calorie and Tractors alone account for more than 40 percompare the result with the farm gate price of cent of the energy embodied in farm machinery the commodity produced to give the proporin Maryland. Tractors, farm trucks (including tion of the farm gate price attributable to pickup trucks), and discs together account for energy. This proportion would be useful in almost 70 percent of the energy embodied in making estimates of the probable production farm machinery (Table 1) .
responsiveness of that commodity to future More machinery energy is used raising crops changes in the price of the fossil fuel inputs than is used directly on raising livestock, but involved in its production.
